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ABSTRACT
The response of the monsoonal and annual-meanHadley circulation to orbital precession is examined in an
idealized atmospheric general circulation model with an aquaplanet slab-ocean lower boundary. Contrary to
expectations, the simulated monsoonal Hadley circulation is weaker when perihelion occurs at the summer
solstice than when aphelion occurs at the summer solstice. The angular momentum balance and energy
balance are examined to understand the mechanisms that produce this result. That the summer with stronger
insolation has a weaker circulation is the result of an increase in the atmosphere’s energetic stratification, the
gross moist stability, which increases more than the amount required to balance the change in atmospheric
energy flux divergence necessitated by the change in top-of-atmosphere net radiation. The solstice-season
changes result in annual-mean Hadley circulation changes (e.g., changes in circulation strength).
1. Introduction
The general circulation of the atmosphere plays a key
role in determining the surface climate of Earth. In low
latitudes, the Hadley circulation determines the struc-
ture of convergence zones, which in turn shape the
precipitation distribution. Therefore, changes in the at-
mospheric circulation must have contributed to climate
changes in Earth’s history. The changes associated with
Earth’s orbital parameters are of particular interest
because they cause variations in top-of-atmosphere in-
solation and a host of proxies show variations on the
relevant time scales.Here, we use an idealized atmospheric
general circulationmodel (GCM) to examine the response
of the Hadley circulation to the insolation changes asso-
ciated with orbital precession that occur on ;20-kyr time
scales. Precession-forced changes to the insolation seasonal
cycle are hemispherically antisymmetric (e.g., when the
Northern Hemisphere summer is bright, the Southern
Hemisphere summer is dim), but orbital precession does
not change the annual-mean insolation at a given lati-
tude (e.g., a bright Northern Hemisphere summer is
offset by a dim Northern Hemisphere winter).
The Hadley circulation is constrained by the atmo-
spheric angular momentum balance, as reviewed by
Schneider (2006). Briefly, the equinox and summer
Hadley cells in Earth’s atmosphere are in a dynamical
regime in which the divergence of angular momentum
by the large-scale extratropical eddies is important in
determining the strength of the circulation (Schneider
et al. 2010). In contrast, the cross-equatorial winter or
monsoonal Hadley cells are in a different regime—one in
which the eddy momentum flux divergence is weak and
the circulation is near the angularmomentum-conserving
limit and responds more directly to energetic perturba-
tions (Held and Hou 1980; Held 2001a; Schneider and
Bordoni 2008; Bordoni and Schneider 2008).
The extension of the angular momentum-conserving
Hadley cell theory to off-equatorial thermal forcing
(Lindzen andHou 1988) suggests substantial strengthening
of the circulation in response to larger thermal forcing
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gradients and increased displacements of the thermal
forcing maximum away from the equator, provided the
gross stability (the parameter relating energy and mass
fluxes) is fixed.We show that in simulations in which this
stability is free to change the strength of the atmospheric
mass transport can decrease in response to increases in
insolation and its meridional gradient. Energy balance
considerations constrain the product of the circulation
strength and the gross moist stability (Held 2001a);
changes in either factor can counteract each other in
achieving energy balance.
Energetic constraints may be used to understand
how tropical atmospheric circulations near the angular
momentum-conserving limit respond to radiative per-
turbations. Studying this parameter regime is of interest
to both the cross-equatorial Hadley circulation and re-
gional circulations such as the Asian monsoon. The sim-
ulations presented here have zonally symmetric surface
boundary conditions but are in the dynamical regime that
is relevant to the Asian monsoon, as in Bordoni and
Schneider (2008).
The conventional picture of monsoons as land–sea-
breeze circulations driven by warmer surface tempera-
tures over land (e.g., Webster and Fasullo 2003) suggests
that stronger summer insolation leads to stronger mon-
soonal circulations (Ruddiman 2008, chapter 8). While
this picture of monsoons has been called into question
(Bordoni and Schneider 2008), an early GCM simulation
with fixed sea surface temperature and interactive land
surface temperature met the expectation of a stronger cir-
culation in the Asian monsoon region when perihelion
occurs in Northern Hemisphere summer (Kutzbach
1981). GCM experiments with energetically consistent
surface boundary conditions over land and ocean have
found both strengthening and weakening of the cross-
equatorial Hadley circulation in Northern Hemisphere
summer in response to orbital precession (Khon et al.
2010; Clement et al. 2004). Brayshaw et al. (2010) found
a stronger cross-equatorial Hadley circulation in North-
ern Hemisphere winter in simulations of the mid-
Holocene, which had reduced insolation in that season
compared to the present. Last, the simulations pre-
sented in Ashkenazy et al. (2010) have little change in
Hadley circulation strength but a shift in seasonality in
response to changes in orbital parameters.
The goal of this work is to isolate the key dynamical
mechanisms that control the strength of monsoonal
Hadley circulations in idealized atmospheric GCM
simulations that are amenable to conceptual progress.
The changes in the solstice-season Hadley circulations
lead to annual-mean Hadley circulation changes. In this
paper, we examineGCM simulations with an aquaplanet,
slab-ocean lower boundary condition. In a companion
paper, we examine GCM simulations with an idealized
representation of land surface processes with a zonally
symmetric subtropical continent geometry (Merlis et al.
2013a, hereafter Part II). This is a key step toward un-
derstanding comprehensive GCM simulations, such as
those of the mid-Holocene performed as part of the Pa-
leoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project (Braconnot
et al. 2007), and building confidence in the fidelity of their
results.
2. Idealized GCM
We use an idealized moist atmospheric GCM based
on the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) spectral dynamical core and the radiation
scheme of the GFDL AM2 comprehensive atmospheric
GCM (Anderson et al. 2004). We briefly describe the
GCM’s representations of physical processes, which
follows the work of Frierson (2007), O’Gorman and
Schneider (2008), and Bordoni and Schneider (2008)
except for the radiation scheme.
The GCM’s active hydrological cycle solely models
the vapor–liquid phase transition, with a constant latent
heat of vaporization. Precipitation occurs when resolved
motion leads to supersaturation and in a simplifiedBetts–
Miller convection scheme that relaxes convectively un-
stable columns to a moist pseudoadiabat with constant
(70%) relative humidity over a fixed time scale (Frierson
2007). When precipitation occurs, it is assumed to im-
mediately fall to the surface, so there is no liquid water in
the atmosphere.
The spectral dynamical core integrates the primitive
equations with T42 horizontal resolution and 30 vertical
levels. In addition to =8 hyperviscosity throughout the
atmosphere, there is =2 viscosity with coefficient 4.0 3
106 m s22 that acts on the zonal and meridional winds in
the highestmodel level. TheGCM’s leapfrog time step is
900 s. Averages are taken over the last 20 yr following
a spinup period of 10 yr from an isothermal, resting initial
condition or from a simulation with similar parameters.
The ocean energy flux divergence plays an important
role in determining aspects of the tropical circulation
(Held 2001b; Herweijer et al. 2005; Levine and Schneider
2011). Therefore, we prescribe a zonally symmetric
ocean energy flux divergence (‘‘Q flux’’; see Part II for
details) that is time independent and similar to the
zonal mean of estimates based on reanalyses (Bordoni
2007; Bordoni and Schneider 2008). The surface heat
capacity is that of 5 m of water, and the surface albedo
is 0.1 uniformly.
We focus on simulations with low surface thermal
inertia, as this limit features seasonally large Rossby num-
bers and permits convergence zones tomigrate poleward to
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latitudes similar to the Asian monsoon (Bordoni and
Schneider 2008). In addition, the low thermal inertia
reduces the magnitude of energy storage, so aspects of
the climate are close to being in equilibrium with the
instantaneous insolation. It is also useful to have some-
what exaggerated changes to clearly isolate them. As
a thermal inertia this small is not relevant for ocean-
covered regions, we compare to simulations with larger
surface thermal inertia (that of 20 m of water) through-
out the text. We have also performed simulations with
different convection scheme parameters (postconvective
relative humidity of 90%) and higher horizontal resolu-
tion (T85 truncation). The response to orbital precession
is similar to the simulations presented here.
The radiative transfer is themost significant departure
from previous work and is described next.
a. Radiative transfer
Previous work with similar idealized GCMs has
employed gray radiation with prescribed, latitude-
dependent optical depths. This approach has limitations;
for example, in the case of tidally locked exoplanets, this
is inappropriate as it ignores important water vapor var-
iations in longitude (Merlis and Schneider 2010). Here,
our concern is that details of the seasonal cycle can be
influenced by thewater vapor feedback, so we employ the
comprehensive radiation scheme described in Anderson
et al. (2004).
Adding a comprehensive treatment of radiative
transfer necessitates including clouds in some fashion.
This is because the meridional structure of cloud prop-
erties and the associated radiative forcing determines, in
part, the meridional temperature gradient. In the extra-
tropics, clouds have a net cooling effect, while in low
latitudes there is little net warming or cooling (e.g.,
Hartmann 1994). Therefore, without the cloud radiative
forcing, the equator-to-pole temperature difference would
be reduced.
The approach taken here is to prescribe time-
independent low clouds and to neglect the ice-phase
clouds of the upper troposphere.1 The model hydro-
logical cycle does not simulate liquid water, so the pre-
scribed cloud liquid water field only enters the model
formulation in the radiative transfer calculation. We
neglect possibly important but uncertain cloud changes
to focus on aspects of the climate response that are likely
to be robust across different GCM formulations.
The vertical structure of the cloud liquid water specific
humidity is given by a half-sine function over the lowest
quarter of the atmosphere,
‘(s)5

2p‘0 sin(24ps) if s. 0:75;
0 otherwise,
(1)
where s 5 p/ps is the GCM’s vertical coordinate. The
vertical structure is inspired by observations (cf. Fig. 4a
of Li et al. 2008) but is highly idealized. The normali-
zation factor 2p is included so that the mass-weighted
vertical integral of cloud water over the atmosphere
(proportional to the liquid water path) takes the value of
‘0. Satellite observations suggest cloudwater varies from
;0.01 kg m22 in low latitudes to ;0.1 kg m22 in high
latitudes (Li et al. 2008). We use ‘05 0.13 10
25, which
corresponds to 0.01 kg m22 at all latitudes. This is a
smaller value in high latitudes than observed; it is chosen
to keep the global-mean temperature like Earth, as ne-
glecting clouds higher in the atmosphere can raise the
emission temperature of the planet.
The cloud fraction f is vertically uniform in the
atmosphere,2 but it varies meridionally as
f (f)5 feq1 (fp2 feq) sin
2f . (2)
We use feq 5 0.02 and fp 5 0.4.
The solar constant is 1365 W m22, and there is no
diurnal cycle. The only greenhouse gas is CO2 with a con-
centration of 300 ppm in the simulations. No ozone,
aerosol, or other greenhouse gases are included in the
radiative transfer calculation.
b. Insolation changes
Earth’s orbital eccentricity—defined as the difference
of the semimajor and semiminor axes over their sum—
leads to a seasonal cycle associated with the changing
Earth–Sun distance r; this seasonal cycle is weaker than
that associated with obliquity. The perihelion precesses
over a ;20-kyr period, so the seasonal cycle in top-of-
atmosphere insolation varies on these time scales. But,
the annual-mean insolation at a given latitude does
not depend on the phase of perihelion. This is a conse-
quence of canceling factors of the square of the Earth–
Sun distance r2 in the conservation of angular momentum
(Earthmoves faster through theorbitwhen it is closer to the
sun) and the radiative flux reaching Earth, which depends
inversely on r2.
1 Low clouds in polar regions where the air temperature is below
the freezing point of water are still assumed to be in the liquidwater
phase.
2 Cloud fraction has no effect on the radiative transfer where
cloud liquid water and ice water is zero.
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Note that climate statistics that are linear in insolation
will not change in the annual mean when the phase of
the perihelion is varied since the annual-mean insolation
does not change. If a climate statistic has annual-
mean changes when the perihelion is varied, a non-
linear process is operating that rectifies the insolation
changes.
We vary the orbital configuration using a 360-day
year. The reference orbital parameters we use are
a near-contemporary obliquity of 238; a relatively large
eccentricity of 0.05; and perihelion occurring at South-
ern Hemisphere summer solstice, which is close to the
contemporary value. We refer to this as ‘‘December
perihelion’’ for brevity. The annual-mean and Northern
Hemisphere summer-mean zonal wind and temperature
are shown in Fig. 1. The perturbation experiment has
perihelion occurring at Northern Hemisphere summer
solstice, referred to as ‘‘June perihelion.’’
The change in downward top-of-atmosphere short-
wave radiation between the two perihelion configura-
tions is shown in Fig. 2. When the perihelion is changed
to Northern Hemisphere summer solstice (June peri-
helion), the top-of-atmosphere insolation increases in
the Northern Hemisphere summer and decreases in the
Southern Hemisphere summer (Fig. 2). With eccen-
tricity of 0.05, the instantaneous insolation changes are
;50 W m22 in the tropics. At each latitude, the annual-
mean insolation does not change (Fig. 2, right). We use a
large eccentricity so that the precession-forced in-
solation changes are large; however, the climate changes
are similar, albeit smaller in magnitude, in simulations
with smaller eccentricity. For example, the precession-
forced circulation anomalies (bottom panels of Figs. 4, 5)
are approximately linear in the eccentricity, so the mag-
nitude of the anomalies is about a factor of 5 smaller in
simulations with eccentricity of 0.01.
Apart from the effect of limited time sampling, time-
mean asymmetries between the hemispheres in the
GCM simulations are a consequence of rectification of
the time-dependent asymmetry in insolation. In fact,
one could compare the hemispheres (i.e., the degree of
hemispheric asymmetry) to determine the effect of chang-
ing precession between the solstices, since the boundary
conditions and forcing are otherwise hemispherically
symmetric. We do not take that approach here to
maintain continuity in the presentation of results, as the
FIG. 1. Zonal-mean zonal wind (black) and temperature (gray) for (left) the annual mean and (right) the July–
Septembermean of theDecember perihelion simulation. The contour interval is 5 m s21 for the zonal wind and 10 K
for the temperature.
FIG. 2. (left) Seasonal cycle of the top-of-atmosphere insolation difference between perihelion in June andDecember
with contour interval of 20 W m22. (right) Annual-mean top-of-atmosphere insolation difference.
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simulations in Part II have hemispherically asymmetric
boundary conditions.
3. Surface climate and Hadley circulation
a. Surface climate
The seasonal cycle of surface temperature in low lat-
itudes for the December perihelion simulation is shown
in Fig. 3a. The maximum surface temperature (;300 K)
occurs in the bright Southern Hemisphere summer. The
phase lag of the surface temperature maximum relative
to the maximum insolation is ;1 month. The amplitude
of the seasonal cycle increases from ;5 K near the
equator to ;10 K at 308. These surface temperature
variations are exaggerated compared to the zonal mean
on Earth as a result of the low surface thermal inertia.
Figure 3c shows the seasonal cycle of precipitation in
low latitudes for the December perihelion simulation.
The latitude of maximum precipitation and the in-
tertropical convergence zone move seasonally into the
summer hemisphere. The region of large precipitation is
158–258, as in theAsianmonsoon region. The precipitation
maximum rapidly crosses the equator because of the low
thermal inertia of the surface [see Schneider and Bordoni
(2008) and Bordoni and Schneider (2008) for analyses of
the mechanisms that generate rapid transitions in con-
vergence zones over the course of the seasonal cycle].
The surface temperature in the June perihelion sim-
ulation has changes relative to the December perihelion
simulation that echo the insolation changes (Figs. 3a,b, 2)
with a phase lag of;1month. So, as expected, the summer
with more insolation is warmer than the summer with less
insolation. The seasonal changes average to about 0.1 K in
the annual mean.
The precipitation changes are phased similarly to those
of the insolation and surface temperature: more precip-
itation occurs in the summer with perihelion (Figs. 3c,d).
The annual-mean precipitation is 1 mm day21 (;15%)
larger in the hemisphere with perihelion coinciding with
the summer solstice. The mechanisms that give rise to
the annual-mean precipitation changes are examined in
Merlis et al. (2013b).
b. Hadley circulation
Figure 4 (top) shows the annual-mean streamfunction,
which is weak (;50 3 109 kg s21) in these simulations
compared to Earth’s (;100 3 109 kg s21). This is be-
cause the annual-mean circulation is dominated by
partially compensating and strong summer-season and
winter-season solstitial circulations, which result from
using a surface heat capacity that is low compared to the
zonal mean of Earth (section 5). This is a counterexample
to the notion that strong solstitial circulations lead to
stronger annual-mean circulations (Lindzen and Hou
1988). Simulations with a surface heat capacity of 20 m of
water have streamfunction maxima (;80 3 109 kg s21)
that are more similar to Earth’s. The change associated
with moving perihelion from December to June is a
FIG. 3. (a),(b) Seasonal cycle of surface temperature and (c),(d) seasonal cycle of precipitation for simulations with
(a),(c) perihelion in December and (b),(d) perihelion in June. The contour interval is 2.5 K for surface temperature
and 3 mm day21 for precipitation.
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strengthening of the annual-mean Northern Hemisphere
cell and a weakening of the annual-mean Southern
Hemisphere cell below the upper troposphere that is
centered on the equator (Fig. 4, bottom).
The eddy angular momentum flux divergence is maxi-
mum in the upper troposphere near 208 (color contours
in Fig. 4). On the equator, there is a region of eddy
momentum flux convergence, which is related to the
convergence that appears seasonally in the upper branch
of the cross-equatorial Hadley circulation (Fig. 5). The
changes in eddy momentum fluxes when perihelion is
varied are consistent with the strengthening Southern
Hemisphere (strengthened eddy momentum flux di-
vergence) cell and weakening Northern Hemisphere
(weakened eddy momentum flux divergence) cell in the
upper troposphere though, as discussed in section 6, these
changes do not appear to be quantitatively important in
determining the magnitude of changes in the annual-
mean Hadley cell mass fluxes.
We closely examine the July–September3 (JAS) time-
mean circulation, as this is the canonical Northern
Hemisphere summer monsoon season. The Eulerian-
mean streamfunction averaged over JAS is shown inFig. 5.
The cross-equatorial Hadley circulation is strong (maxi-
mum;4503 109 kg s21) compared toEarth observations
(maximum value;2003 109 kg s21 in the zonal mean or
;3503 109 kg s21 for a mean over the longitudes of the
Asian monsoon; Schneider et al. 2010; Bordoni and
Schneider 2008). The magnitude of the JAS Hadley
circulation is closer to observed zonal means in simula-
tions with 20-m slab depth (maximum value ;200 3
109 kg s21); this is associated with surface energy storage,
rather than the atmospheric energy flux divergence,
balancing more of the seasonal top-of-atmosphere in-
solation in the 20-m slab depth simulations than in the
5-m slab depth simulations (the top-of-atmosphere
energy balance is described in section 5). There is eddy
momentumflux divergence in the subtropics of thewinter
and summer hemispheres with larger magnitude in the
winter hemisphere as a result of the stronger eddy activity
in winter (Fig. 5). Just north of the equator, there is eddy
momentum flux convergence, which is likely the result of
barotropic instability.
When the perihelion occurs in June, the Hadley cir-
culation is shifted upward compared to the December
perihelion simulation, as can be seen by the pattern of
negative perturbation streamfunction values in the mid-
troposphere and positive perturbation streamfunction in
the upper troposphere (Fig. 5, bottom). The stream-
function maximum is reduced to ;400 3 109 kg s21
when the perihelion occurs in June and the Northern
Hemisphere summer is receiving more insolation (Fig. 5,
middle). The changes in eddymomentumfluxes also have
a vertical dipole pattern with larger magnitudes near the
tropopause and reduced magnitudes below. However,
FIG. 4. Annual-mean mass flux streamfunction (contours) with
contour interval 253 109 kg s21 and eddy angular momentum flux
divergence (colors) with contour interval 1.2 3 1025 m s22 for
simulation with (top) December perihelion and (middle) June
perihelion. (bottom) Difference in annual-mean mass flux stream-
function (contours) with contour interval 12.5 3 109 kg s21 and
eddy angular momentum flux divergence (colors) with contour in-
terval 0.63 1025 m s22 between simulations with perihelion in June
and December (June 2 December).
3 The calendar is defined with respect to the Northern Hemi-
sphere autumnal equinox; that is, the autumnal equinox occurs on
21 September for all orbital parameters. In all simulations, JAS is
defined as Julian days 181–270 without shifts that would account,
for example, for the changing day of the year of the Northern
Hemisphere summer solstice, which shifts by about 10 days for
these orbits (see Fig. 7). Similar results are obtained if these cal-
endar effects are accounted for by averaging from the Northern
Hemisphere summer solstice to the Northern Hemisphere au-
tumnal equinox of each orbit (i.e., averages defined by the same
angles in the orbital plane; cf. Joussaume and Braconnot 1997).
Also, Fig. 7 shows that the difference between the streamfunction
maxima in the simulations is similar in magnitude to the difference
of the JAS time averages (Fig. 5).
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as discussed in the next two sections, the changes in
momentum fluxes are not central to the changing circu-
lation strength. Note that the Hadley circulation is
weaker in the June perihelion simulation than in the
December perihelion simulation even though there is
a stronger surface temperature gradient in the June
perihelion simulation (Fig. 3).
Figure 6 shows the seasonal cycle of the midtropo-
spheric zero-streamfunction contour, which is the
boundary between the cross-equatorial Hadley cell and
the summer Hadley cell. As a result of the low surface
thermal inertia, the convergence zones are displaced
into subtropical latitudes in summers (black lines in Fig. 6).
This is more similar to the latitudes that the Asian
monsoon reaches than the oceanic intertropical con-
vergence zone. There is a phase shift when perihelion is
varied (cf. black solid and dashed lines in Fig. 6), but
neither the fraction of the year spent in each hemisphere
nor the poleward extent changes substantially.
The Hadley cell boundary is collocated with the max-
imum in near-surface moist static energy h5 cpT1 gz1
Lq (red lines in Fig. 6), as suggested by Prive´ and Plumb
(2007). This is discussed more in Part II.
4. Angular momentum balance
a. Theory
The steady angular momentum balance of the free
troposphere (away from the near-surface region of
friction) is4
(f 1 z)y2 v
›u
›p
’
1
a cos2f
›(cos2fu9y9)
›f
1
›u9v9
›p
, (3)
where () indicates a zonal and monthly mean and ()9
are deviations thereof and all variables have their usual
meanings. Neglecting the vertical advection of angular
momentum by the mean meridional circulation, the
approximate free-tropospheric balance becomes
(f 1 z)y5 f (12Ro)y’S , (4)
with local Rossby number Ro52z/f and eddy mo-
mentum flux divergence S (Walker and Schneider 2006;
Schneider 2006). Consider two limits of this three-term
FIG. 5. JAS-mean mass flux streamfunction (contours) with
contour interval 503 109 kg s21 and eddy angular momentum flux
divergence (colors) with contour interval 1.2 3 1025 m s22 for
simulation with (top) December perihelion and (middle) June
perihelion. (bottom) Difference in JAS-mean mass flux stream-
function (contours) with contour interval 253 109 kg s21 and eddy
angular momentum flux divergence (colors) with contour interval
1.2 3 1025 m s22 between simulations with perihelion in June
and December (June 2 December).
FIG. 6. Seasonal cycle of the latitude of the maximum near-
surface moist static energy h (on the s 5 0.93 model level; red
lines) and the convergence zone between the cross-equatorial and
summer Hadley cells (defined as the streamfunction zero on the
s 5 0.67 model level; black lines) for simulations with perihelion
in December (solid lines) and June (dashed lines).
4 Formulas in the text are expressed in pressure coordinates, but
the GCM simulations are analyzed in the model’s s coordinate,
with the appropriate surface pressure weighting of averages.
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angular momentum balance: small and large Rossby
number.
When the Rossby number is small (Ro ; 0), the me-
ridional circulation responds directly to eddy angular
momentum flux divergences, f y’S, and the mean
meridional circulation is slaved to the turbulent eddy
stresses. This regime occurs over a wide range of simu-
lated equinoxHadley circulations in dry atmospheres and
in Earth’s atmosphere during equinox and in the annual
mean (Walker and Schneider 2006; Schneider et al. 2010;
Levine and Schneider 2011). In this limit, a theory for the
strength of the Hadley circulation depends on a closure
theory for the magnitude of the eddy momentum flux
divergence (Walker and Schneider 2006; Schneider and
Walker 2008).
When the Rossby number is large (Ro ; 1), the mean
meridional circulation is angular momentum-conserving,
as f (12Ro)52(a2 cosf)21›fM’ 0, where M5
(Va cosf1 u)a cosf is the absolute angular momen-
tum per unit mass. In this limit of the angular momentum
balance, the mean meridional velocity decouples from
the momentum balance and the circulation is determined
by energetic and radiative considerations (Held and Hou
1980; Held 2001a; Schneider 2006).
The mean meridional circulation can be decomposed
into components that are associated with the divergence
of eddy and mean-flow momentum fluxes (Seager et al.
2003; Schneider and Bordoni 2008; Levine and Schneider
2011). The eddy-driven component of the streamfunction
is defined by the integral of the eddy momentum flux
divergence from the top of the atmosphere to pres-
sure p,
Ce(f, p)52
2pa cosf
fg
ðp
0
S dp9 . (5)
The mean-flow momentum flux component of the
streamfunction is defined analogously,
Cm(f, p)52
2pa cosf
fg
ðp
0
M dp9 , (6)
where M is the mean-flow momentum flux divergence
including the vertical momentum advection. With these
definitions, a vertically averaged local Rossby number
can be defined as
hRoi5Cm
C
5
Cm
Cm1Ce
. (7)
b. Simulation results
Figure 7 shows the seasonal cycle of the eddy com-
ponent of the streamfunction and the total (sum ofmean
and eddy components) streamfunction (left panel) and
the Rossby number (right panel) at f5 158N. Note that
Figs. 4 and 5 show contours of the total streamfunction.
The simulated seasonal cycle of the angular momentum
balance and Rossby number resembles that of Earth
(e.g., Bordoni and Schneider 2008; Schneider et al.
2010), but the low Rossby number equinox regime is
present for a short period of time. Near the solstices,
there is a strong, cross-equatorial winter Hadley cell that
has large Rossby number and a weak summer Hadley
cell that has small Rossby number (Fig. 5; however, note
that the extremum of the summer cell is below the
contour interval). The cross-equatorial circulation has
a large amplitude in the Northern Hemisphere summer,
while the eddy-driven streamfunction is weak (,50 3
109 kg s21) and of opposite sign (Fig. 7), which is con-
sistent with the eddy angular momentum flux conver-
gence near the equator (Fig. 5). The Rossby number at
158N is close to one in this season, and so the strength of
the mean meridional circulation is not directly de-
termined by the angular momentum balance.
In Northern Hemisphere winter, the streamfunction
at f 5 158N is strong and of opposite sign (i.e., it is the
FIG. 7. (left) Seasonal cycle of the streamfunction (solid) and eddy component of the streamfunction (dashed)
evaluated on thes5 0.67model level atf5 158N for simulations with perihelion in June (red) andDecember (blue).
Markers on the horizontal axis indicate the time of year of the Northern Hemisphere summer solstice. (right)
Seasonal cycle of the vertically averaged Rossby number hRoi above the s 5 0.67 model level at f 5 158N.
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cross-equatorial winter cell, which ascends in the
Southern Hemisphere), and the eddy-driven stream-
function is less than half of the total streamfunction (Fig.
5). The Rossby number is somewhat greater than 0.5. In
simulations with 20-m slab depth, the descending branch
of the winter Hadley circulation is closer to the eddy-
driven regime (Ro ; 0.3), consistent with reanalysis
estimates of Earth’s Hadley cells (Schneider 2006). The
subtropical eddy momentum fluxes contribute to the
strength of themeanmeridional circulation in the winter
hemisphere subtropics (see, e.g., the Southern Hemi-
sphere subtropics in Fig. 5) but not in the summer
hemisphere. The implications of the seasonal cycle in
the Rossby number on annual-mean circulation changes
are discussed in Part II.
The seasonal cycle of the Rossby number does not
change substantially when the perihelion is varied: In
the summer hemisphere, the cross-equatorial Hadley
cell is nearly angular momentum conserving. In the
winter hemisphere, the cross-equatorial Hadley cell is
influenced by eddies and the Rossby number is ;0.5
(Fig. 7).
The Hadley circulation mass flux is weaker when the
perihelion is in June than when it is in December; that is,
the Hadley circulation strength decreases as the in-
solation and insolation gradient increase. This seems to
defy intuition based on the off-equatorial extension of
the angular momentum-conserving Hadley circulation
theory (Lindzen and Hou 1988), an issue that we return
to in the next section. As this result may be unexpected,
it is worth noting that the comprehensive atmospheric
GCM–slab-ocean simulations presented in Clement
et al. (2004) have similar changes in Hadley circulation
strength in the lower troposphere when the perihelion is
varied in a similar manner to the simulations presented
here, albeit with smaller eccentricity (cf. their Figs. 5, 10,
which show cross-equatorial Hadley circulations that
are weaker by ;10% when the insolation is stronger).
The simulated angular momentum balance can be
summarized as follows: The momentum balance varies
seasonally between one that approaches the angular
momentum-conserving limit near the solstices and one
that is influenced by extratropical eddies near the equi-
noxes (Fig. 7, right). The influence of extratropical eddies,
as measured by the component of the Hadley circulation
mass flux associated with their momentum flux diver-
gence, does not change substantially with the phase of
perihelion (dashed lines in Fig. 7, left). The total Hadley
circulation mass flux (solid lines in Fig. 7, left) does
change with the phase of perihelion. Therefore, the re-
sponse of the Hadley circulation mass flux to orbital pre-
cession is largely associated with the precession-forced
changes to the circulation’s energy balance.
5. Energy balance
We focus on the energy balance to understand the
mean atmospheric circulations because, in contrast to
the dry thermodynamic budget or water vapor budget,
it does not have a source term proportional to pre-
cipitation. When one attempts to apply the water vapor
budget to understand mean circulation changes, details
of the spatial structure of the precipitation change are
necessary to obtain quantitatively accurate estimates
(Merlis and Schneider 2011). However, the analysis of
tropical circulation changes is motivated, in part, by the de-
sire to understand regional precipitation changes (e.g., the
annual-mean precipitation changes of these simulations;
Merlis et al. 2013b). Therefore, we avoid interpreting the
circulation changes using the dry thermodynamic budget
or water vapor budget.
a. Theory
The time-dependent, vertically integrated (over the
atmospheric column, denoted fg) energy balance of the
atmosphere is

›E
›t

52$  fuhg1 STOA2LTOA
2 Ssurf1Lsurf1LE1H , (8)
with total atmospheric energy (neglecting kinetic energy)
E 5 cyT 1 gz 1 Lq, moist static energy h, net top-
of-atmosphere shortwave radiation STOA, net top-of-
atmosphere longwave radiation LTOA, net surface
shortwave radiation Ssurf, net surface longwave radia-
tion Lsurf, latent surface enthalpy flux LE, and sensible
surface enthalpy flux H. Note that moist static energy
h is not a materially conserved quantity (e.g., Neelin
2007). The surface energy evolution is governed by
rocpod
›Ts
›t
5 Ssurf2Lsurf2LE2H2$  Fo , (9)
withwater density ro, water heat capacity cpo, mixed layer
depth d, surface temperature Ts, and ocean energy flux
divergence $  Fo. Summing over the surface and atmo-
sphere, this is a three-term equation with energy storage,
energy flux divergence, and radiative imbalance terms

›E
›t

1 rocpod
›Ts
›t
5 STOA2LTOA2$  fuhg2$  Fo .
(10)
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When averaged for a sufficient time that the storage
terms are small, the familiar result that the ocean and
atmosphere energy flux divergences balance the top-of-
atmosphere radiative imbalance is obtained: STOA2
LTOA5$  fuhg1$  Fo. Consider two limiting balances
for the seasonal cycle: large and small energy storage. If
the energy storage is large, the seasonally varying net
radiation can be balanced by the energy storage without
changes in the energy flux divergence. In this case, the
atmospheric circulation does not respond directly to
balance the radiation changes through changes in at-
mospheric energy flux divergence. The atmospheric cir-
culation can be perturbed indirectly through changes in
the thermal properties of the surface, which can change
the circulation boundaries (Prive´ and Plumb 2007; Part
II) or can change the partition between the circulation
mass transport and energetic stratification (discussed
next).
If the energy storage is minimal, there is a balance
between the energy flux divergences and the top-of-
atmosphere radiation, as in the annual mean. In this
limit, assuming eddymoist static energy flux divergences
are small, we have
›y(VDh)1$  Fo5 STOA2LTOA , (11)
where the gross moist stability (GMS) Dh is the differ-
ence between the typical moist static energy h in the
upper branch and lower branch of the Hadley cell
Dh5 h(pup)2 h(plow) and the meridional velocity V is
the typical velocity in the upper branch of the Hadley
cell5 (cf. Held 2001a). It is clear that the energy balance
does not require a particular Hadley circulation
strength; the energy balance constrains the product of
the Hadley circulation mass flux and the GMS.
Kang et al. (2008, 2009) developed a theory for pre-
cipitation changes in response to changes in cross-
equatorial ocean energy fluxes based on the atmospheric
energy balance by assuming that thermodynamic changes
in the water vapor budget are negligible and that the
control GMS can be used in perturbed climates (i.e.,
GMS perturbations are negligible).6 In the simulations
presented here, changes in GMS and in the thermody-
namic component of the water vapor flux (the component
associated with unchanged winds and perturbed specific
humidities) are not negligible (Merlis et al. 2013b). In this
section, we will examine the changes in the atmospheric
energy fluxes and GMS to understand their role in de-
termining the changes in the mean circulation.
The perturbation form of the approximate energy
balance (11), neglecting quadratic perturbations and
changes in the ocean energy flux divergence, is
›y(dVDh)5 dSTOA2 dLTOA2 ›y(VdDh) . (12)
The perturbation energy budget shows that a change in
top-of-atmosphere insolation gradient, such as a larger
gradient in the summer season when the perihelion oc-
curs near the summer solstice, can be balanced by (i) a
larger gradient in the top-of-atmosphere longwave ra-
diation (though this does not generally occur because of
the weakness of the tropical temperature variations), (ii)
an increase in the mean meridional mass flux, or (iii) an
increase in the GMS.
A simple estimate of the GMS variations given the
surface temperature and relative humidity is provided
by arguments presented in Held (2001b): Assuming the
moist static energy of the upper troposphere is approx-
imately uniform (consistent with weak temperature
gradients and low specific humidities), the GMS in-
creases with latitude away from the ascending branch of
theHadley circulation as the surface enthalpy decreases.
The resulting estimate for the GMS takes the form
Dh(f)jH015 hs(f1)2 hs(f) , (13)
where hs is the near-surface time- and zonal-mean moist
static energy and f1 is the latitude of the ascending
branch of the Hadley circulation. If this is an adequate
description, the GMS of the Hadley circulation will be
larger in the summerwith greater insolation and insolation
gradients because the meridional surface enthalpy gradi-
ent will be greater, as the increase in insolation will be
balanced by surface fluxes that increase the surface tem-
perature and specific humidity.A potential consequence is
that, instead of the mean meridional mass flux strength-
ening to achieve increased energy flux across the equator
to offset the larger cross-equatorial insolation gradient, the
5 The GMS is evaluated in the simulations using
Dh5 fyhg/C(s5 0:67). In the limit of the mean meridional cir-
culation being confined to pressure levels pup and plow, the
formula reduces to that defined following (11). The definition
used to evaluate the simulations accounts for the effect that the
vertical structure of the mean meridional circulation has on the
atmospheric energy flux, so that, when multiplied by the me-
ridional velocity vertically integrated over the upper branch of
the Hadley cell C(pmid), it is equal to the vertically integrated
moist static energy flux. There are other definitions of GMS in
the literature (cf. Raymond et al. 2009).
6 The definition of the GMS in Kang et al. (2009) includes
transient eddy moist static energy fluxes in addition to the mean-
flow component considered here.
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GMS increases so that the circulation changes little or
even weakens.
To further consider the implications of energy balance
on the mean meridional circulation, we consider the
region near the streamfunction extremum, where ›yV’ 0.
The approximate perturbation energy budget in this
region is
dV›yDh5 d(STOA2LTOA)2V›y(dDh) . (14)
If the perturbation GMS dDh is decomposed into
changes that vary in latitude dDh9(f) and changes that
do not depend on latitude dhDhi, we have
dV›yDh5 d(STOA2LTOA)2V›y(dDh91 dhDhi) . (15)
Fractional changes in the mean meridional circulation
can be expressed as
dV
V
5
d(STOA2LTOA)
STOA2LTOA
2
›y(dDh91 dhDhi)
›y(Dh91 hDhi)
. (16)
Individual terms on the right-hand side can be estimated
as follows: For the latitude-dependent GMS Dh9, we use
Held’s (2001b) estimate (13). For typical tropical con-
ditions, changes in surface shortwave radiation are bal-
anced by surface fluxes that act to change the surface
moist static energy proportionately, dhs; dSsurf. In the
absence of cloud changes, the surface shortwave radia-
tion varies with the top-of-atmosphere shortwave radi-
ation, dSsurf ; dSTOA. Putting together these scaling
estimates for perihelion insolation variations, which
have spatial scales greater than that of the Hadley cell,
the fractional changes in the latitude-dependent GMS
scale with the top-of-atmosphere insolation changes,
›y(dDh9) ; ›ySTOA ; dSTOA, as variations in insolation
and insolation gradients are similar because they arise
from the altered Earth–Sun distance. In the absence of
the latitude-independent GMS hDhi, this argument im-
plies that the changes in GMS would balance the top-of-
atmosphere radiation changes, and the meanmeridional
circulation would be unchanged (but, with nonzero
latitude-independent GMS hDhi, the sign of the circu-
lation changes may depend on dhDhi).
It is worth considering the implications of (16) for
greenhouse gas-forced Hadley circulation changes. In
the absence of spatially inhomogeneous climate feed-
backs when the energy balance has reached a new
equilibrium [i.e., d(STOA 2 LTOA) 5 0], the mean cir-
culation responds to changes in the GMS. Relative to
precession variations, one might expect the temperature
and humidity changes to have less spatial structure for
greenhouse gas changes, so the latitude-independent
GMS changes may be dominant in determining the cir-
culation changes when it is near the angular momentum-
conserving limit, dV ; 2dhDhi. However, Sobel and
Camargo (2011) analyzed the multimodel mean of the
simulations carried out for the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report and
found that the meridional gradients in summer-season
surface temperature increase, which would lead to an
increased latitude-dependent GMS according to the
Held estimate and hence may account for some of the
weakening of the cross-equatorial Hadley circulation
found in those simulations. Additionally, the effect of
spatially inhomogeneous climate feedbacks on the top-
of-atmosphere radiation balance cannot typically be
neglected in global warming simulations (e.g., Frierson
and Hwang 2012).
b. Simulation results
Figure 8 shows the mean-flow and transient eddy
moist static energy flux in Northern Hemisphere sum-
mer. The mean-flow component of the moist static en-
ergy flux dominates the transient eddy energy flux in the
deep tropics. The seasonal energy fluxes are larger than
observed because of the low thermal inertia of the sur-
face and therefore smaller energy storage. When the
perihelion is in Northern Hemisphere summer, the south-
ward, cross-equatorial mean-flow component of the en-
ergy flux increases by ;20%, while the eddy component
is essentially unchanged. So, the energy fluxes associated
with the mean meridional circulation balance the in-
solation changes. Next, we examine the GMS and its
changes to understand how the mass and energy fluxes of
the Hadley circulation are related.
The simulated GMS in the summer season changes
with the phase of perihelion (Fig. 9). When perihelion
occurs in June, the GMS of the Northern Hemisphere
FIG. 8. JAS meridional energy flux of the mean flow (solid) and
transient eddies (dashed) for simulations with December perihe-
lion (blue) and June perihelion (red).
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monsoonal Hadley cell is ;30% larger than when it
occurs in December. Figure 9 also assesses Held’s GMS
estimate (13) using the GCM-simulated surface moist
static energy. This estimate captures the sign and mag-
nitude of the changes in the Southern Hemisphere
(south of ;108S), though there are GMS changes in the
region of ascent (08–208N) that are not captured. The
discrepancy in the Northern Hemisphere is due, in part,
to the assumption that the GMS is zero in the ascending
branch of the circulation. If the GCM-simulatedGMS in
the ascending branch (hDhi in the notation of section 5a)
is added to the Held estimate, the precession-forced
GMS changes in the GCM simulations and estimate
have similar fractional variations over the range of lat-
itudes that the cross-equatorial circulation spans, though
the GMS estimate has larger mean values than the
corresponding GCM simulation.
In the ascending region, the circulation shifts upward
when the perihelion occurs in June (Fig. 5), which would
lead to an increase in GMS in the absence of changes to
themoist static energy distribution (see, e.g., Sobel 2007,
Fig. 3). However, the vertical moist static energy dis-
tribution does change, and it is possible to have an up-
ward shift of the circulation and an unchanged GMS, as
approximately happens in global warming simulations
performed with a similar GCM (Levine and Schneider
2011). Which factors determine the GMS in ascending
regions is an outstanding question (see review by
Raymond et al. 2009). However, the simulation results
and considerations from the conceptual Held (2001b)
model of the GMS clearly illustrate that the response of
the cross-equatorial circulation to increased insolation
gradients is not necessarily a strengthening of the mass
transport of the circulation.
The simulated atmospheric energy balance can be
summarized as follows: Increasing insolation gradients
when the perihelion occurs in Northern Hemisphere
summer are balanced by increased cross-equatorial atmo-
spheric energy fluxes (;20% larger). The increased near-
surface enthalpy gradient increases the GMS (;30%).
Thus, theHadley circulationmass flux is reduced (;10%).
In simulations with 20-m slab depth, the JAS mean-
flow moist static energy flux changes little when peri-
helion is varied. Nevertheless, the JAS Hadley circulation
mass flux is weaker in the June perihelion simulation than
in the December perihelion simulation because the GMS
increases. We have also obtained similar results in simu-
lations with time-independent, nonequinox insolation: for
example, insolation fixed at 30 days after Northern
Hemisphere vernal equinox (Merlis 2012).
6. Annual-mean circulation changes
In this section, the mechanism that gives rise to the
annual-mean Hadley circulation changes is considered.
For there to be annual-mean changes in response to
perihelion variations, which do not change the annual-
mean insolation, there must be a nonlinear process acting.
The analysis of the circulation changes has thus far focused
on the summer-season changes; however, these changes
are useful for understanding the annual-mean changes.
A consequence of the precession-forced insolation
changes having opposite sign in different seasons (Fig. 2)
is that, in simulations with hemispherically symmetric
boundary conditions, examining one solstice lends insight
into changes in the other solstice. The combined change
from the two solstice seasons affects the annual-mean
Hadley circulation. This is because the changes in circula-
tion near the December solstice will have the same sign as
the changes near the June solstice (and thus add together to
change the annual mean): the cross-equatorial JASHadley
cell, which is positive in the climatology, weakens (nega-
tive perturbation streamfunction) when perihelion changes
from the Southern Hemisphere summer solstice to the
Northern Hemisphere summer solstice (making that sea-
son brighter), and the cross-equatorial JFM Hadley cell,
which is negative in the climatology, strengthens (negative
perturbation streamfunction) when perihelion is changed
from the Southern Hemisphere summer solstice to the
Northern Hemisphere summer solstice (making that sea-
son dimmer). Thus, the perturbation streamfunction in
both solstice seasons has the same sign because the cli-
matological streamfunction reverses sign.
In addition to providing a mechanism for annual-
mean Hadley circulation changes, the solstice-season
FIG. 9. Gross moist stabilityDh5 fyhg/C(s5 0:67) divided by cp
to convert to units of kelvin for simulations with December peri-
helion (blue solid line) and June perihelion (red solid line) aver-
aged over July, August, and September. Held (2001b) estimate for
gross moist stability (13) using time-mean near-surface (s 5 0.96
model level) moist static energy of simulation with December
perihelion (blue dashed line) and June perihelion (red dashed
line).
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cross-equatorial Hadley circulation changes approxi-
mately account for the magnitude of the simulated
changes in the annual-mean streamfunction. The 3-month
averages following the solstices have ;50 3 109 kg s21
negative streamfunction anomalies and the annual-mean
streamfunction anomaly (;25 3 109 kg s21) is roughly
half this magnitude (Figs. 5, 4).
In the simulations presented here, the nonlinear Hadley
cell regime of the angular momentum-conserving limit
gives rise to the changes in the annual-mean circulation
when perihelion varies. The annual-mean circulation is
stronger in the hemisphere with perihelion occurring at
that hemisphere’s summer solstice (Fig. 4). This is the
result of the GMS increasing rapidly as the insolation
increases; the increase in GMS is so rapid that the GMS
changes are larger than that necessary to achieve the
energy flux changes mandated by the top-of-atmosphere
radiation changes. Held’s estimate lends insight into why
the GMS can increase rapidly: the GMS nonlocally maps
the surface enthalpy gradient into a vertical stability,
so the GMS at a given latitude depends not only on the
local surface enthalpy but also on the surface enthalpy
difference between that latitude and the latitude of the
ascending branch of the circulation. In addition to the
changes in GMS associated with the latitudinal moist
static energy variations, the GMS increases in the as-
cending branch of the circulation.
7. Conclusions
Monsoonal Hadley circulations are near the an-
gular momentum-conserving limit (Ro; 1). Therefore,
the circulation response to radiative perturbations is
energetically constrained.
Interestingly, the solstitial Hadley cell can defy the
expectation that the strength of the mean meridional
circulation increases with increasing insolation gradi-
ents. This is at odds with the intuition that the circulation
strength increases with insolation gradients, something
that would be expected from both sea-breeze circula-
tions and angular momentum-conserving Hadley circu-
lations with fixed gross (moist) stability. This result can
be understood by considering the atmospheric energy
balance: insolation changes and the implied changes in
atmospheric energy fluxes constrain the product of the
mass flux and the relevant energy contrast of the mean
circulation, the gross moist stability (GMS). The changes
in GMS under precession variations are sufficiently
large that the Hadley circulation mass fluxes are actually
weaker in the solstice season that coincides with perihe-
lion. While the simulations presented here have a small
surface thermal inertia so that the storage terms are small
and the atmospheric energy flux divergence changes to
meet the top-of-atmosphere radiation changes, changes in
the GMS are important in determining the strength of
mean circulation mass transports even if the energy
storage is large enough that the atmospheric energy flux
divergence does not need to change. It is plausible that
the different circulation responses to perihelion varia-
tions found in comprehensive GCM simulations (de-
scribed in the introduction) are due to differences in
model formulation, such as convection schemes, that
lead to GCM-dependent sensitivities in GMS changes.
The annual-mean Hadley circulation changes are an
average of the solstice-season changes. This is interesting
in the sense that the annual-mean circulation is weak and
lowRossby number, so onemight expect that the changes
in its strength are due to eddies. But, in fact, the annual-
mean Hadley circulation changes are the result of recti-
fication of the changes that occur during times of yearwhen
the Hadley circulation is near the angular momentum-
conserving limit. Consistent with this mechanism, the
Hadley circulation changes are largest near the equator
where the Rossby number is higher. The rectification
of the Hadley circulation and the role that the time-
dependent angular momentum balance plays is discussed
more in Part II, where we also examine the effects of land–
sea contrasts in surface properties.
We have closely examined the effect of changing
perihelion between solstice configurations, although the
perihelion takes on intermediate values during the
course of the precession cycle. The degree to which top-
of-atmosphere radiation changes directly affect tropical
circulations depends on their Rossby number, so the
magnitude and phasing of the circulation response to the
full range of orbital configurations is potentially subtle.
This is an important area for future study to aid in the
interpretation of paleoclimate proxy records.
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